Abstract --The effect of Faraday rotation on the remote sensing of soil moisture from space is investigated using the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) to obtain electron density profiles and the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) to model the magnetic field. With a judicious choice of satellite orbit (6 am, sunsynchronous) the errors caused by ignoring Faraday rotation are less than 1 K at incidence angles less than 40 degrees.
INTRODUCTION
An Gband radiometer in space could provide 'global maps of surface soil moisture and contribute to the measurement of other important parameters of the earth surface [l] . Furthermore, advances in technology such as the development of aperture synthesis [2] and inflatable structures [3] have enhanced the prospect that a practical sensor can be deployed in space in the near future. Among the concerns associated with operating at this low frequency is rotation of the polarization vector due to the ionosphere (Faraday rotation). Faraday rotation can result in errors for conical scanners and cross-track imagers which view the surface a non-nadir incidence angles (ie. where the emissivity at vertical and horizontal polarization differ).
At frequencies near Gband (1.4 GHz) the change in direction of the polarization vector of a linearly polarized wave propagating through the ionosphere can be written [41:
where A+ is the change in direction (radians), ds is distance along the ray path, U = frequency (Hz), up = electron plasma frequency (Hz) = 9JNe where Ne is the electron density in #/m', uB = electron "cyclotron" frequency (Hz) = qB/(2wMe), and 8, is the angle between the magnetic field, B, and the direction of propagation, 1-3 , but A+ along the appropriate (i.e. slant) path was used to calculate AT,.
CONCLUSION
Assuming a sensor in a sunsynchronous orbit with a 6 am crossing time, Figures 1-3 indicate Faraday rotation on the order of 6 degrees or less is to be expected at nadir (except possibly near the poles). Figure 4 -5 indicate that not correcting for this change in polarization will result in errors of less than 1 K in observations over a flat soil surface, even at incidence angles as large as 40 degrees. Such an error is comparable to requirements for accuracy of sensors to monitor soil moisture [l] .
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